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ABSTRACT: 

In this article, the author describes an outline of 
how she developed the ZEN Homoeopathy and 
advocates karmic and spiritual issues behind 
diseases and the solution along with pathological 
explanationby demonstrating a case that epileptic 
seizureclusters (50 times a day) was rapidly 
improved by ZEN Homoeopathy.  
In addition, the author introduces the activities of 
homeopathic natural farming that she is working on, 
as safe, secure and delicious foods are 
indispensable for building the body base. 
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INTRODUCTION 

When I resided in the U.K., I developed ulcerative 
colitis.  A British homoeopath treated me that 
motivated me to learn about homoeopathy for 5 
years and I became a professional homoeopath 
there. 
I had been practicing homoeopathy for about 8 
years in the U.K., but many Japanese clients started 
to visit me there from Japan that made me think to 
return to my country. That was about 22 years ago. 
I established the first homoeopathic college in 
Japan and produced approx. 1,000 professional 
homoeopaths.As of today, approx. 1,500,000 
people are using homoeopathic home kit that is 
harmless to the body. 
Besides, I found many people suffer from atopic 
eczema or allergy due to excessive use of 
agricultural chemicals and chemical fertilizers, I 
became a farmer of my own accord in order to 
provide safe, secured and healthy food. 

ZEN Homoeopathy 

I would like to explain about the reason for birth of 
ZEN Homoeopathy. After all, it was due to a 
Japanese state. Japanese people used to be a very 
devout nation from ancient times, however, many 
of them lost faith after the war and became 
individualist.As if this change made them be happy, 

but the fact was the opposite. They are bound by 
many morals and suppress their emotions, saying ‘I 
should not cry’ ‘I should not get angry’ etc. As a 
result, or not, they lost self-esteem, have strong 
sense of self-denial and became very passive. As 
being persuaded, they use agricultural chemicals or 
vaccines that affect them and are being worn out. I 
think this is the current state of Japanese people. 
Therefore, even they were cured by homoeopathic 
remedies, it was merely temporary and I saw many 
recurrent cases. 
 
Hahnemann himself stated that diseases are cured 
only after patients are approached from various 
directions such as a lifestyle, a way of thinking and 
dietary habit, etc. Hahnemann advocated ‘Heilkunst’ 
who treat humans in an integrated manner [1], not 
‘Homoeopath’ who treat humans with homoeopathy 
only. He also stated ‘… for even the most masterly 
management of the case with the remedies that are 
the most exquisite and the best adapted to the 
bodily ailment will avail nothing, nothing at all, with 
a chronic patient thus exposed to continual sorrow 
and vexation, and in whom the vital economy is 
being destroyed by continuous assaults on the 
mind.’ in his writing ‘Chronic Diseases’ [2]. 
 
In order to learn from Hahnemann and continue to 
develop his teachings to match modern people, I 
am teaching a skill, called ‘Inner Child Healing’ that 
everyone can save their mental issues by 
themselves because I am wishing even patients 
who are exposed to continual sorrow and vexation 
to be also cured instead of saying ‘avail nothing’ like 
Hahnemann did. 
 
Inner Child means ‘suppressed emotions’, ‘unsolved 
emotions’ and ‘chronic diseases in mind’. 
If we suppress a strong emotion, it sinks into the 
subconscious and continues to exist as a weak 
emotion. 
For the details, please refer to English translation of 
my books and DVDs. [3] 

mailto:office@jphma.org
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【Table 1】Health state of body, mind and soul 

 
ZEN Homoeopathy is a way of treating humans as a 
trinity. 
Humans are an existence of the trinity (soul, mind 
and body), thus diseases exist in levels of soul, 
mind and body respectively.  
ZEN Homoeopathy means a combination of 
homoeopathic three-dimensional treatments and 
three-dimensional treatments other than 
homoeopathy. 
 
■ Three-dimensional treatment in homoeopathy 

(ZEN method) 
Treatment of soul… atreatment of chronic miasm 
using anti-psoric remedies 
Treatment of mind…a treatment bya main 
homoeopathic remedy (stress remedy) that is led 
from a whole picture of a patient. 
Treatment of body supporting organs by 
combinations of mother tinctures, homoeopathic 
tissue salt remedies and homoeopathic remedies 
that have affinities to the organ. In addition to this, 

detoxing treatment by tautopathic remedies that 
are related to iatrogenic diseases, food-related 
diseases and environment-related diseases. *ZEN 
method is essential to treat chronic diseases. 
 
■ Three-dimensional treatments other than 

homoeopathy 
・Treatment of soul …releasing worldly sense of 

value by healing Inner Child. Study of spirituality. 
Faith 
・ Treatment of mind … releasing suppressed 

emotions by healing Inner Child. 
・Treatment of body …guiding a life style that does 

not intake unnatural matters. Herbal treatment. 

Food treatment (vegetables that are grown with 
natural farming). 
 
In this way, ZEN Homoeopathy includes Inner Child 
Healing, spirituality development and food guidance 
in addition to art of homoeopathy.  
 

 
【Table 2】ZEN Homoeopathy 

 
Homoeopathic ZEN method itself increases curative 
rate dramatically, it gives further increase when it is 
combined with Inner Child Healing and spiritual 
development.  
 
Hahnemann also stated ‘One single remedy is 
insufficient to heal secondary Psoric symptoms’ in 
his ‘Chronic Diseases’. [2] 
 
Case study 

It is a case of epilepsy.  
I never met this patient directly and did not know 
about her medical background at all. 
 
Accidentally, I found a staff who worked for my 
company was crying and worrying for her niece 
who had epileptic seizure for 50 times a day and 
was immediately hospitalized. Although I did not 
know about her medical background, I formulated a 
combination remedy as I wanted to help somehow. 
 
I have found some causations of developing 
epilepsy through my 30 years clinical experience. 
One of them is high levels of heavy metals. The 
worst is high level of lead.Others are high level of 
mercury and aluminium.If heavy metals such as 
lead, mercury and aluminium enter into a body, it 
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causes a lack of calcium that triggers convulsive 
seizure. 
 
Another cause of epilepsy can be a bad flow of 
Kundalinin energy, so to speak, gods and Buddha’s 
energy. I also found there is often a relation 
between epilepsy and karmic problem. 
In Japanese writing, a word ‘Nerves’ means ‘A path 
of god’. Nerves also represent ‘Qi (energy)’. ‘Qi’ and 
‘Prāṇa’ exist in various parts of the body and 
influence there. 
 
That is why a treatment of invisible ‘Qi’ or ‘Prāṇa’ 
becomes the most important. 
Humans are an existence of the trinity (soul, mind 
and body), thus triune treatment is required. 
Diseases also relate to karmic issues. In this 
patient’s case, she accepted to receive a karma of 
her ancestor who controlled people and forced 
them to work, thus she developed epilepsy. 
As she was hospitalized, I could not prescribe 
various kinds of remedies, so I made a combination 
of various remedies and mother tinctures in one 
bottle. 
 
Mother tinctures of Valeriana, Avena-sativa, 
Hypericum, Ginkgo-biloba and Ukon are very 
effective on nervous system. 
As she was prescribed anti-epileptic drugs at the 
hospital, unification of her soul, mind and body was 
gradually collapsed. I prescribed Thuja mother 
tincture to treat this problem. 
First of all, I dealt with heavy metals that cause 
epilepsy, then, supported minerals that became 
insufficient due to epilepsy. I also prescribed 
remedies for convulsion. Arsenicum album is for 

dealing with Kundalini and karma. I also added a 
remedy made from my chanting sound. 
Heavy metals cause a problem in thyroid gland and 
parathyroid gland. If parathyroid gland is not 
functioning well, the body cannot produce calcium. 
In order to produce calcium, a remedy ‘Sol’ is 
required. Besides, she is carrying a karmic problem, 
she needs to be connected with gods and Buddha. 
As she is still little, I asked her parents to chant 
Heart Sutra and Shinto prayer every day for her. 
 
【Report from the patient’s mother】 

My daughter was hospitalised urgently due to a 
series of epilepsy and was given high dose of 

conventional drugs since 17 May. As you sent me 
DVD of Heart Sutra and Shinto prayer, we chanted 
them every day. Delivery of your ‘Support Epilepsy’ 
was followed and since our daughter started to take 
it, she could fall in sleep at 8.30pm and did not 
wake until 5am for the first time after she was 
hospitalised, although she had not been able to 
sleep at all. 
All the members of my family were so impressed by 
Support Epilepsy. I also think our chanting is 
working well. 
She was discharged from the hospital TWO days 
earlier than expected! It’s a miracle! We are so 
grateful to you. Thank you very much. 
 
--- End of Report --- 
 
I could finally have the first face-to-face 
consultation one month after the above incident. 
Please refer to the dialogue of the consultation as it 
shown below. 
 
【1st consultation】 

[TY (Torako Yui)] You had a lot of troubles. 
[CM (Client’s Mother)] Yes, indeed. 
[TY] You had a lack of sleep as she always cried 
and had epilepsy. 
[CM] Yes, I did when she was hospitalized. Thanks 
to you, she can sleep very well now. 
I am so grateful as she is not having a sleeping 
disorder at the moment. Thank you very much. 
[TY] Her sleeping disorder became O.K. now? 
[CM] Yes. 
[TY] It is understandable that she couldn’t sleep as 
she kept crying and had epileptic seizures for 50 
times.  
[CM] That’s right. Can I change a nappy? She often 
wets her pants. 
[TY] I assume that she has wee for many times. 
[CM] Exactly. She can’t control herself at all. She 
has to change her clothes every 5 or 10 minutes a 
day. 
[TY] Is her urine volume large?  
[CM] Very large 
[CM] Everything became so bad since she became 
unwell in the process of a drug withdrawal. 
Since a recurrence of the process of a drug 
withdrawal in last March, she fell in a real unusual 
condition as the 11 days passed.  
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[CF (Client’s Father)] She couldn’t drink, eat and 
sleep at all. 
[CM] I was so amazed to see a 2 years old girl was 
under such a state.  
[TY] She must have had a tough time. She is 
haunted by 30 ascetics, 40 departed souls that 
couldn’t attain Buddhahood, 10 serpent-worships, 5 
hermits and 90 preta (hungry ghosts). As she is 
haunted by preta, she never satisfies with eating. 
She must eat a lot. 
[CF] She never satisfies. She keeps eating. 
[CM]She is really suffering. 
[TY] It won’t stop until she is exorcised. Was it a 
difficult delivery when you delivered her? 
[CM] I chose a painless labor, so anesthesia was 
injected while she was in my womb. 
[TY] If anesthesia is taken into the body, the 
person gets stupefied and others’ conscious can 
easily enter. Where did she have nevus of Ota? 
[CM] Here 
[TY] Her forehead was treated, right? 
[CM] Her forehead and eyelids were treated by 
laser beams. 
[TY] Nevus of Ota means she has karma. 
When did she develop epilepsy? 
[CM] She was 1 year and 2 months old. 
[TY] In which situation? 
[CM] She was around 1 year old when she had the 
first febrile convulsion. I thought she just caught 
cold with a runny nose. Then, I brought her to a 
hospital and gave her the prescribed medicine. 
[TY] Was it an antipyretic?  
[CM] No, it wasn’t because the fever was not high 
enough. 
[TY] Still, she developed the febrile convulsion. 
[CF] Febrile convulsion recurred at 1 year and 

2months years old. We called an ambulance and 
went to Red Cross Medical Centre. They gave her 
suppository called ‘DIAPP’, but it didn’t stop her 
convulsion at all. 
[TY] Was she inoculated any vaccines just before 
she developed the febrile convulsion at 1 year old? 
[CM] Yes, she was. 
[TY] She developed the febrile convulsion one or 
two weeks after that, right? I think that is very 
doubtful. 
[CM] She was prescribed antiepileptic drug called 
‘Topina’, ‘Keppra’ and ‘Mystan’ when she was 
discharged from the hospital.  
[TY] How much did she take? 

[CF]It was incredibly a lot. She was given the 
amount that she couldn’t take anymore. 
[TY]Then, she had epileptic fits for 50 times. Was 
she around 3 years old when she was re-
hospitalized?  
[CM]That’s right. She was always prescribed 
sleeping pills. 
We were also suggested to drill a hole in her head 
to prevent from having an epileptic fit. 
[CF]We nearly… 
[CM]…did that.We almost did that. 
[TY]She managed to be discharged somehow the 
dosage was reduced.  
[CM]That’s right. 
[TY]I prescribed ‘Support Epilepsy’ for her.  
[CM]It was just before she was discharged. 
The big difference was she became able to sleep 
very well. She didn't sleep at all and was awake 
until early morning by the day before she took it. 
[TY] Right, she became able to sleep after she took 
‘Support Epilepsy’. That’s the point. 
[CM] I thought this point was totally different.  
[TY] Is it still continued? Can she sleep? 
[CM] Yes, it is continued. 
 
[TY] I was told that the reason why she developed 
epilepsy was a gap in her spirituality. She must 
have much higher spirituality. Then, she has a 
karma. She is seeking forgiveness for her ancestors. 
Another reason could be a harmful effect of laser 
treatment. That most likely promoted it. I tell you 
why. Here is pineal gland that we can feel light. 
Evils can enter from here. I quite concern if the 
laser treatment was done near the pineal gland. 
Vaccinations can be also a trigger. Besides, bad 
effects on her could affect. As the pineal gland that 

is the source of identity is damaged, she tends to 
develop depersonalization, thus souls that are 
seeking for a physical body can easily enter her. 
They are evils. Furthermore, anaesthesia from 
painless labour also damaged her. All the elements 
has to be considered to cure her. 
… Can she make eye contact? 
 
[CM] Yes, she can. I think this is a little different 
point. Her eyes are stable. She couldn’t make eye 
contact last year, looking upward. She was not calm 
like now. I found such a big different after she took 
‘Support Epilepsy’ from having taken different 
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remedies in the past. Our sense of being guarded is 
something what I never felt before. 
… Oh, she approaches to Torako sensei. 
 
[TY] (talking to the client) Welcome. Bye-bye. Good 
bye. Let’s shake hands. I’m glad to see you. You do 
that. I see. 
 
[CM] I thought an evil haunted her last night. She 
didn’t go to bed at a regular time. I wondered why, 
touching her body and found she had lumpy 
urticaria. After I chanted Heart Sutra, she fell sleep 
shortly. I thought she was haunted by a snake as it 
was so nubby.  
[TY] Like scales? 
[CF] Yes, they were. 
[TY] She has been haunted by 10 serpent-worships. 
 
[CM] She finally come to me to ask a cuddle, after 
she took ‘Support Epilepsy’.  
When I told her ‘Come here’, she never came to me 
last year. Even she did, she came from behind. I 
felt she didn’t want to be looked her face.    
[TY] Which shape does he have when she has a 
convulsive fit? Is it rigorousness like this way?  
[CM] Her hands are risen tightly. For example, like 
this. 
<She shows a video that the client’s parents 
recorded when she developed an epileptic fit> 
- Narration by CM and CF -  
This fit seems severer this time. 
She looks suffering this time. 
It’s tough this time again. 
Her eye is facing to the right. Slightly to the centre. 
Will she be released soon? Her stomach started to 
pump. 

It is a big fit this time. 
Hold on! Hold on! 
It seems finishing soon. Look, her eye moves to the 
right. 
She shed tears. It was tough, wasn’t it?  
She can breathe now. (The symptom) lasted 1 – 
1.5 minutes or so. 
She tried so hard! Well done her! 
 
-End of the video- 
 
[TY] Does she have conscious when she is called? 
[CM] Not at all. 

When it was the worst time, she had the fit for 50 
times. 
[CF] Every 4 or 5 minutes. I felt that was such 
tortures for her. She couldn’t sleep even she 
wanted to do so. 
However, it was changed thanks to start changing 
Norito prayers and Heart Sutra. My mind became so 
clear. 
[TY] You regained motivation. 
[CM] That’s right. 
[TY] That’s good. 
[CM] Thank you very much. 
 
--- End of 1st consultation --- 
 
As epileptic fits occurred 50 times a day, it was 
such a burden on her. Her parents also could not 
sleep at all. However, she was improved by Support 
Epilepsy and increased her spirituality by her 
parents chanting. 
She still urinated and defecated involuntarily. She 
drank 4 litres of water a day. Her satiety centre was 
not functioning how much ever she ate. 
 
I chose below rubrics.  

 

The result is as it shown below. 
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I chose Arsenicum-album on the 7th and Natrum-
muriaticum on the 4th from the repertorisation 
result. 
I also prescribed mother tinctures,Avena-sativa, 
Ginko-biloba and Hypericumto support the brain 
and added a remedy made from DPT that triggered 
the febrile convulsion. I chose a combination 
remedy of LED for harmful effect of laser beams. 
Sol and Phosphorus are also good. Carbo animalis is 
good for burn. I prescribed such remedies that 
caused the problem.  
Natrum muriaticum in the morning is for loss of 
body fluid. 
I chose Melatonin, Pineal-gland and Pituitary gland 
for afternoon. 
She could not feel full even she ate a lot because 
her brain nerves were damaged by the laser 
treatment and her satiety center was not 
functioning. She also urinated involuntarily because 
the pituitary gland was damaged. The reason why I 
prescribed Melatonin was because she could not 
sleep. I think her pineal gland was damaged directly. 
Arsenicum-album works well for karmic problem 
and Kundalini symptom. 
 

 
 

【A report from the client’s mother】 

Since I met Dr.Torako, our daily pray has become 
more meaningful and my motivation has increased 
more. 
I could remember my passion and good point that I 
had forgotten because the reality was too painful.  
As I became able to accept my weakness and bad 
points, I feel I am mentally stable. Thanks to this, 
my daughter is also well-adjusted. 
This entire miracle happened because our soul’s 
whole heartedly trembled with joy by touching your 
warmth, strength and deep affection from your 

every single word on that day. Dear Dr.Torako, we 
deeply appreciate you. 
 
-  End of the report - 
 
Let’s see the second consultation. 

【2nd consultation】 

[TY] What happened after she took my 
prescription? 
[CM] 3 months passed after that. A big change was 
dominance of her appetite as if pretas (hungry 
ghosts) have gone.  
[TY] That’s good. 
[CM] Her appetite greatly decreased. 
[TY] She kept eating, right? 
[CM] That’s right. 
[TY] I am glad to hear that. 
She kept eating all the time.  
[CM] Our concern was she used to intake too much 
water like 3 litres a day and kept wetting herself.  
[TY] You kept changing her nappy. 

[CM] Thanks to you, she is now settling with 500 – 
700ml a day. 
[TY] That’s very good. It reduces load on the 
kidneys at once. 
[CM] Yes, indeed. The amount of urination has 
decreased. She had blood examination at a 
University Hospital around this July. The result 
showed that she didn’t have any disorders in the 
kidneys and the liver. I am so grateful. 
[CF] She started to show her smile. She was just 
laughing just a few minutes ago. 
[CM] Time of having blank expression has almost 
disappeared. She used to be blank all the time. 
< The parents showed a video that recorded the 
client’s smile> 

She became able to have eye contact. 
[TY] Yes, she did. She’s improved a lot. 
[CM] That’s right. She says something like ‘I want 
to go out’ and can mimic little by little. 
[TY] I see. She has become childish, right? 
[CM] Yes, she has become childish and adorable. 
[TY] I see. That’s very good. 
[CM] She is just fine and in a good mood. She used 
to look sufferings, cry, keep chewing a towel or sink 
down to the floor. Such problems were solved. She 
is more active and tries to move her body widely. 
[TY]How about her epilepsy?  
[CM]No recurrence. 
[TY] That’s wonderful. 
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[CM] Thanks to you. She got angry because her 
father took only her younger sister out, although 
she also wanted to go out. 
[TY] She can show such an emotion, too. 
She did not react like that way since she developed 
epilepsy. 
[CM] We could not identify her. 
[TY] I understand. 
[CM] We really thought she was haunted by 
somebody. 
[TY] I think she became childlike. 
[CF] She likes having a run. She loves being chased. 
She also likes running round. 
[TY] I am very grateful that your family support you 
and you are chanting Shinto prayer and Heart Sutra 
for her. 
[CM] She can sleep at night and empty the bowels 
properly. It really goes smoothly. 
[TY] I am glad to hear that. 
[CM] I am so happy. There is no stagnation. 
[CF] She developed mouth and foot disease. 
[TY] That’s good. 
[CF] She had 39℃ for two days. 

[CM] I was so grateful for that. 
[CF] Was it detoxification? 
[TY] Yes. 
[CF] I thought so. 
[TY] It was good for her to have high fever. 
[CF] Her feet, as well. 
[TY] She developed 39 ℃. 

[CF] She had 39℃fever for three days. She was 

playing without getting exhausted. I thought it was 
strange. 
[CM] She did not recur epilepsy even she had 39℃. 

This gave me a confident. 
[TY] That’s good. You understood that epilepsy 
wouldn’t occur due to high fever. We should 
embrace fever or eczema. 
[CM] I was very surprised. 
[TY] The cause of epilepsy isn’t due to fever. She 
still has plenty of salivation, doesn’t she? 
[CF] She salivates a lot. 
[TY] Let her to do that. Please leave as it is. 
Does she begin to watch TV a little? 
[CM] Yes, she does. It seems she likes watching TV. 
She tries to dance in tempo with a song together 
with her younger sister. 
[TY] She didn’t do that at all. 
[CM] That’s right. She couldn’t watch anything. 
Even TV was on; she could not do anything and 

watch anything. Now, if she found her favourite 
music, she tries to do that.  
Thanks to you, my family and I could have a hope 
and became in very good state. My view has been 
also changed. I would like to watch over. 
[TY] Please keep working at this pace.  
I am really happy to see her big improvement. 
[CM] We are really grateful to you. 
[TY] You are welcome. I look forward seeing you 
again. 
 
-End of the second consultation- 
 
【Changes in this client】 

 

The below chart shows causations of epilepsy 

 

It seems that her mother’s ancestors from three 
generations earlier distressed people. The client’s 
admirable soul accepted the karma. She attracts 
various unclean matters by bearing the karma. So 
to speak ‘Spiritual obstructions’.  Her self-conscious 
got faded. 
Another issue was a spiritual gap between the level 
of required spirituality and her current spirituality. 
As the current spirituality was lower than the 
required one, her nervous system was damaged. 
Nervous is the path of god.  
She also received vaccines and steroid that are 
chemicals to split body, mind and soul.  
She had a harmful effect from laser 
treatment.Nevus of Ota was removed by laser 
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treatment and damaged the pineal gland that is the 
most important third eye.  
I also have to point out harmful effect of 
anaesthesia and antiepileptic drugs. Things like 
them make all of ‘Qi’, such as Etheric body, Astral 
body, mental body, Causal body and Kundalini 
unbalance. 
 
Conclusion 
A single remedy cannot cover everything. 
Let’s ask a support from gods and Buddha to save 
souls and enhance faith. 
I encourage clients to chant Shinto prayer and 
Heart Sutra by themselves in order to purify karma. 
If the client is a child, I ask their parents to do that 
for them.  
Inner Child healing is for saving mind. 
The way of healing Inner Child is to recognise an 
emotion such as anger, sadness or fear that and 
give affectionate words to self. In addition to this 
work, prescribing plant or animal source 
homoeopathic remedies works well. 
In order to save the body, prescribing tautopathic 
remedies (remedies that caused the symptom). 
Tissue salt remedies are good to support lacked 
minerals. 
In this client’s case, I chose mother tinctures and 
sarcode remedies to support cerebral nerve as her 
cerebral nerve as an organ was damaged. 
 
Homoeopathic Natural Farming 
We are also practicing Natural Farming that is 
applied to homoeopathic principles. 

 

The above slide shows study of soybeans that did 
not bear fruits. 
The causation was lack of phosphoric acid, so I 
gave a homoeopathic remedy, Phoshporicacidum 
12X. 
As a result, the harvest increased to 200kg from 
133kg. 

As cabbage requires Calcarea phosphorus to grow, 
I prescribed Calcarea phosphorus 12X. 
Sunny lettuce contains Borax. After I prescribed 
Borax 30C, they grew so well. 
 
When I gave Cimicifuga to deal with outbreak of 
aphid, they decreased dramatically within three 
days and disappeared within 5 days. 
 
Please refer to the below weblink to watch activities 
of our company, Nippon TOYOUKE Natural Farming. 
Sixth sector industrialization by Nippon 
TOYOUKE Natural Farming 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UyVn2K49tjA 
 
That is all for my presentation. Thank you for 
listening. 
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